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Object gap constructions
Externalization and operator movement*

Irena Botwinik-Rotem

The embedded constituent of Hebrew object gap constructions (e.g., the Tough 
Construction) is nominal rather than verbal, introduced obligatorily by the 
prepositional element le- (“to”). I show that the gap in Hebrew is unlikely to be 
created by Op-movement. Rather, based on the properties of the nominal, 
I propose that the object gap nominal in Hebrew is formed by Externalization of 
the internal argument. Departing from the familiar analysis of the English Tough 
Construction, I argue that to of the English object gap constituent is not a T(ense) 
head, and that this constituent does not have a subject position. Consequently, 
I suggest that the English object gap constituent is a projection of to, whose 
specifier is the landing site for Op-movement.

1.   Introduction

The familiar analysis of the English object gap constructions such as the Tough 
Construction (TC) (1a), and the Object Purpose Clause (1b) is based on the 
assumption that the embedded constituent is fully clausal (CP), and the gap is cre-
ated by Op (null operator)-movement (cf. Chomsky 1986):1

*Earlier version of this work, based on chapter 5 of my doctoral thesis, has been presented at the 
Israeli Association of Theoretical Linguistics annual conference (Bar-Ilan University, June 2005). 
I would like to thank the audiences of this event for their comments and suggestions.  
Especially, I would like to thank Tali Siloni and two anonymous reviewers whose written com-
ments contributed enormously to this version. The remaining errors are mine and mine alone. 
This research was supported by The Israeli Science Foundation (grant No. 44/05).

1.  Although the embedded constituent is indeed the same in both constructions, the role it 
plays in each of them is quite different. For one, its occurrence is obligatory in the TC, but com-
pletely optional in the Object Purpose Clause (i). Due to space limitations, I limit illustration 
and discussion to the TC, adding examples of Object Purpose Clauses only when necessary.

 (i) a. ha-kelev kaše *(le-iluf)
   the-dog difficult   (to-taming)
   ‘Theˉdogˉisˉdifficultˉ*(toˉtame).’
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 (1) a. Theˉbookˉisˉeasyˉ[CPˉOpiˉ[IPˉPROˉtoˉreadˉti]]
  b. Bartˉbroughtˉtheˉcarˉ[CPˉOpiˉ[IPˉPROˉtoˉexamineˉti]]

Despite its popularity, it has been acknowledged in the literature that some of the 
aspects of the analysis are stipulative and at best questionable (cf. Fiengo & Lasnik 
1974; Cinque 1990; Jones 1991). For instance: 

i. Why does the Op necessarily move from the object position in the TC ((1a) vs. 
(2a))? Op-movement can take place from either subject or object position, as wit-
nessed by (Hebrew) relative clauses (2b,c): 

 (2) a. *Johnˉisˉeasyˉtoˉreadˉtheˉbook.

  b. ze ha-yeledˉ[Op še- [tˉyode’a la’uf ]]
   it the-boy that- knows to+fly
   ‘Thisˉisˉtheˉboyˉthatˉcanˉfly.’

  c. ze ha-tapu’ax [Op še- [danˉaxalˉt]]
   it the-apple  that- Danˉate
   ‘This is the apple that Dan ate.’

ii. Why is this movement impossible in the Double Object construction (3a,b)? Note 
that the Op-movement analysis predicts the TC (3a,b) to pattern with relative clauses 
(3c,d). But the prediction is only partially borne out; (3a) patterns with (3c), both being 
ungrammatical, but (3b) and (3d) do not have the same grammaticality status: 

 (3) a. *Johnˉisˉeasyˉtoˉgiveˉpresents.
  b. *PresentsˉareˉeasyˉtoˉgiveˉJohn.
  c. *ThisˉisˉtheˉpersonˉIˉgaveˉpresents.
  d. TheseˉareˉtheˉbooksˉIˉgaveˉJohn.

iii. If the embedded constituent is clausal, namely CP, why is it impossible to 
realize an expletive there by means of a prepositional C (4a)? Note that in the mini-
mally different (4b) this is indeed possible: 

 (4) a. *Bartˉisˉeasyˉforˉthereˉtoˉbeˉpicturesˉofˉallˉover.
  b. LisaˉisˉeagerˉforˉthereˉtoˉbeˉpicturesˉofˉBartˉallˉover.

iv. Why can the embedded verb not be passivized (5a), in the same way as it does 
elsewhere (5b,c)?

 (5) a. *Lisaˉisˉeasyˉtoˉbeˉpleased.
  b. Itˉisˉeasyˉtoˉbeˉpleased.
  c. Lisaˉisˉeagerˉtoˉbeˉpleased.

  b. bart hevi et ha-kelev (le-iluf)
   Bart brought acc the-dog (to-taming)
   ‘Bartˉbroughtˉtheˉdogˉ(toˉtame).’
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Once we shift attention to the Hebrew object gap constructions (focusing on the 
TC), additional questions arise.

v. Why is the embedded constituent in the Hebrew TCs nominal rather than 
verbal (6)?

 (6) ha-sefer kal *lehavin/le-havana
  the-book easy   to+understand/to-understanding
  ‘Theˉbookˉisˉeasyˉtoˉunderstand.’

vi. Why must the nominal constituent be introduced by the prepositional element 
le- (7a)? Since Hebrew adjectives are not Case-assigners, and since the embedded 
constituent in Hebrew is nominal, it is reasonable to consider the possibility that 
the occurrence of le- in the TC is Case-related. Note, however, that based on the 
expletive subject construction (7b), the internal argument of the tough adjective 
corresponding to the nominal constituent in the TC (havana “understanding” in 
(7a)) is probably Theme. The preposition used to introduce the Theme argument 
of Hebrew adjectives is be- (“in”) (e.g., dan ge’e be-hesegav, “Dan [is] proud of his 
achievements”). The preposition le- is used to introduce the Goal, which is not 
part of the argument structure of the tough adjective. Furthermore, as we will see 
in section 2, the nominal in question is predicative, and hence does not require 
Case. Given this, the question why the nominal is introduced by le- cannot be 
answered trivially (e.g., subcategorization).

 (7) a. ha-sefer kal *(le)-havana
   the-book easy   to-understanding
   ‘Theˉbookˉisˉeasyˉtoˉunderstand.’

  b. ze kal lehavin et ha-sefer
   it easy to+understand acc. the-book
   ‘Itˉisˉeasyˉtoˉunderstandˉtheˉbook.’

The main claim of the analysis to be advocated here is that the formation of the 
embedded constituent in object gap constructions in general, and in the TC in 
particular, crucially involves the prepositional morphemes, le- (“to”) in Hebrew, 
to in English, and that while in Hebrew the “gap” of this constituent is due to 
Externalization of the Theme argument of the nominal, in English it is achieved by 
means of a distinct Op-movement chain.

The paper is organized as follows: in section 2, based on the properties of 
the nominal in Hebrew TC, I motivate lexical Externalization in Hebrew and 
discuss its consequences. Section 3 establishes the claim that the embedded con-
stituent in the English TC is not clausal, namely not a CP, formed in the syntax 
via Op-movement, rather than (lexical) Externalization. In section 4 the func-
tion of the object gap constituents in the TCs in both languages is addressed; it 
is argued that the object gap constituent and the tough adjective form a complex 
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AP predicate, assigning a theta-role to the subject of the TC. Section 5 summa-
rizes the proposal, clarifying its relation to the more general issue of the divi-
sion of labor between the lexicon and syntax, as well as specifying the questions 
left for future research.

2.   Hebrew object gap nominal: Externalization

2.1   The properties of the object gap nominal

As observed by Engelhardt (1998), the embedded constituent in Hebrew TC is 
formed with an event-nominal (e-N) (bxina “examination”, “testing”), rather than 
a result nominal (mivxan “exam”, “test”) (8a): 

 (8) a. ha-te’orya kala *le-mivxan/le-bxina
   the-theory easy   to-test/to-testing
   ‘Theˉtheoryˉisˉeasyˉtoˉtest.’

The difference between the result nominal mivxan (“test”), and the e-N bxina 
(“testing”) is illustrated in (8b,c), using adverbial modification (Grimshaw 1990; 
Siloni 1997), which is possible only with the latter: 

  b. mivxan šel ha-toca’ot (*bi-mhirut)
ˉ   test of the-results     in-quickness

  c. bxina šel ha-toca’ot (bi-mhirut)
   testing of the-results in-quickness
   ‘testingˉtheˉresultsˉquickly’

Following Grimshaw (1990), e-Ns are derived from the corresponding verbs by 
suppression of the external argument (the Agent). Consequently, on a par with 
verbs, their arguments are phonetically realized (9a,b) (internal arguments are 
realized obligatorily, whereas the realization of the suppressed Agent is optional). 
However, as shown in (9c) neither Agent nor Theme can be phonetically realized 
either as full DPs or as pronominal clitics in object gap nominals: 

 (9) a.ˉ kri’a šel ha-sefer/šelo
  ˉ reading of the-book/of+it
   ‘readingˉofˉtheˉbook/ofˉit’

  b. ha-kri’a šel dan et ha-sefer
   the-reading of Dan acc the-book
   ‘Dan’sˉreadingˉofˉtheˉbook’

  c. ha-seferi kaše li-kri’a (*šeloi)/(*šelˉdan)
   the-book difficult to-reading of+it/ofˉDan

 Object gap constructions  1

It is worth noting that although the arguments are not realized, it is not the 

case that they have been completely eliminated from the argument structure of 

the nominal. Following Reinhart & Siloni 2005, the presence of the Agent can be 

detected, using the addition of an Instrument, which, as shown in (10a), is indeed 

possible. The (implicit) presence of the Theme is indicated by the possibility to 

realize the Goal argument (Engelhardt 1998) (10b).2

 (10) a.ˉ ha-sefer kal li-kri’a im zxuxit magdelet
   the-book easy to-reading with glass magnifying
   ‘Theˉbookˉisˉeasyˉtoˉreadˉwithˉaˉmagnifyingˉglass.’

  b.ˉ matanot ele kašot le-xaluka le-yeladim
ˉ   presents these difficult to-distribution to-children
   ‘Theseˉpresentsˉareˉdifficultˉtoˉdistributeˉtoˉchildren.’

Further, unlike e-Ns, which are known to license by-phrases (11a), object gap 
nominals do not license by-phrases (11b): 

 (11) a. ha-nikuy/tikun šelˉha-otoˉal-yedey dan nidxa
   the-cleaning/repairing ofˉthe-carˉby- Dan[was] postponed
   ‘Theˉcleaning/repairingˉofˉtheˉcarˉbyˉDanˉwasˉpostponed.’

  b. *ha-šati’ax kaše le-nikuy al-yedey dan
   the-carpet difficult to-cleaning by-Dan

As already mentioned, manner adverbials can occur in e-Ns in Hebrew (12a), but 
they are infelicitous in object gap e-Ns (12b): 

 (12) a.ˉ nikuy ha-šati’ax be-yesodiyut haya me’ayef
   cleaning the-carpet in-thoroughness was tiring
   ‘Cleaningˉtheˉcarpetˉthoroughlyˉwasˉtiring.’

  b. *ha-šati’ax kaše le-nikuy be-ˉyesodiyut
   the-carpet difficult to-cleaning in-thoroughness
   ‘Theˉcarpetˉisˉdifficultˉtoˉcleanˉthoroughly.’

2.  It is noted in Engelhardt (1998) that e-Ns like xaluka (“distribution”), taking two internal 
arguments, Theme and Goal, cannot occur with the Goal argument, if the Theme is not realized 
(i-a). There is no such limitation on the realization of the Theme (i-b): 

 (i) a. ha-xaluka *(šel ha-matanot) le-yeladim
   the-distribution   (of the-presents) to-children

  b. ha-xaluka šel ha-matanot (le-yeladim)
   the-distribution of the-presents (to-children)
   ‘the distribution of the presents to children’
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In contrast to e-Ns, which can occur with the definite article ha- (“the”), namely be 
specified as syntactically definite, or without it (13a), object gap e-N occur obliga-
torily without it (13b) (first noted in Engelhardt 1998): 

 (13) a. (ha)-bxina šel ha-te’orya
   the-testing of the-theory

  b. ha-te’orya kala le-bxina / *la-bxina
   the-theory easy to-testing /   to+the-testing
   ‘Theˉtheoryˉisˉeasyˉtoˉtest.’

Following previous work on Hebrew nominals (cf. Siloni 1997; Borer 1999; Danon 
2002), this obligatory lack of definiteness specification strongly suggests that object 
gap nominals lack the functional DP-layer (see also Engelhardt 1998), namely they 
are NPs rather than DPs.3

Finally, an e-N is known to function as an argument only (Grimshaw 1990). 
But in the TC it is clearly predicative. This is demonstrated in (14a), where refer-
ring back to the nominal by a pronoun is impossible. Note that as shown in (14b), 
referring back to a nominal complement of an adjective is possible, if this comple-
ment is argumental: 

 (14) a. ha-sefer haya kal li-[kri’a]i. *hii nimšexa xaci ša’a.
   the-book.masc. was easy to-reading.fem. It.fem. continued half hour.

  b. dani haya ge’e be-bitoi. hii hayta balšanit mecuyenet.
   Dan was proud in-daughter-his. She was.fem linguist.fem excellent.fem

   ‘Dan was proud of his daughter. She was an excellent linguist.’

The table in (15) summarizes the properties of the object gap nominal introduced 
by le- (le-e-N), as opposed to the properties of the standard e-N.

 (15) Properties le-e-N e-N

Function predicate argument
RealizationˉofˉtheˉAgent – +
RealizationˉofˉtheˉTheme – +
Definitenessˉspecification – +
Adverbialˉmodification – +
By-phrase – +

.  In fact, it seems to be the case that object gap nominals cannot occur with any determiner 
(i), suggesting that they are indeed bare, lacking any of the functional projections assumed for 
Hebrew nominals (e.g., NumP, Ritter 1991).

 (i) ha-tinokotˉkašim le-(*kol) bdika
  the-babiesˉdifficult to-every examination
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2.2   Previous analyses

The predicative nature of the object gap nominal and its “bareness” (i.e., its being 
an NP rather than a DP) are not contradictory; it is a natural incorporation of 
Higginbotham’s (1985) idea to treat N’ as a function whose index is saturated by 
the determiner in spec-NP, into the DP hypothesis (Abney 1987; Szabolcsi 1987, 
1994; Stowell 1989, 1991; Longobardi 1994, among others). Consequently, it is 
often assumed that while argumental nominals are DPs, the predicative ones are 
NPs.4 However, if the object gap nominal is an event nominal, the question is what 
makes it predicative, rather than argumental, which is typical of event nominals 
(Grimshaw 1990).

The predicativity of the nominal in question can, in principle, be attributed 
to the lack of D, or be the result of operator movement. The latter is the analysis 
commonly assumed for the embedded constituent in the English TC. The former 
is argued for in Engelhardt 1998 for Hebrew object gap nominals.

Let us consider each of these approaches in turn, and see why neither is 
fully satisfactory.

i. Op-movement: The syntactic operation which turns an argumental CP 
into a predicative one (e.g., a relative CP) is the null operator (Op)-movement 
familiar from Chomsky 1977, 1986; Browning 1987; Rothstein 2001, among 
others (16a). The same operation is assumed to underlie the formation of the 
object gap constituent in the TC (16b). In both constructions the null opera-
tor (Op) generated in object position moves to spec-CP and binds its trace,  
creating an operator-variable chain rendering the CP predicative, a CP with an 
open position: 

 (16) a. Theˉbookˉ[CPˉOpiˉthatˉ[IPˉDanˉboughtˉti]]ˉisˉinteresting
  b. Theˉbookˉisˉeasyˉ[CPˉOpiˉ[IPˉPROˉtoˉreadˉti]]

The question of interest is how naturally this kind of analysis can be applied to 
Hebrew object gap nominals.

On the assumption that the object gap nominal is an NP, rather than a DP, 
the le-nominal sequence can be analyzed either as an NP (with le- affix), or as 
a PP, headed by le- (I will address the question whether this is an NP or a PP in 
section 2.3).

If it is an NP, the Op base generated as the internal argument of the N, can move 
only to spec-NP, as shown in (17), instantiating an A΄-movement within the nomi-
nal. However, there is no independent evidence for such movement; the specifier  

.  But see Danon 2002 and references cited therein for a different view, at least as far as Hebrew 
nominals are concerned.
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of an NP is an A- rather than an A΄- position, as a theta-role can be assigned there 
(18) (Ritter 1988; Szabolcsi 1992; Siloni 1997 and references cited therein): 

 (17) 

Op N′

t

NP

N

 (18) 

DP N′

the citydestruction

DP

NP

Nthe army’s

If the le-nominal sequence is a PP, then an additional position is available, the 
specifier of the PP (19). In this case, the Á -movement will be out of the nominal, 
which is generally not allowed in Hebrew (20):5

 (19) 

Op P′

N′

NP

PP

P
le-

tN

 (20) a. bartˉti’er et ha-pi’anu’ax šel ha-kod
   Bartˉdescribed acc the-deciphering of the-code
   ‘Bartˉdescribedˉtheˉdecipheringˉofˉtheˉcode.’

  b. *šel ma bart ti’er et ha-pi’anu’ax?
     of what Bart described acc the-deciphering

.  It should be noted though, that movement out of predicative nominals is sometimes pos-
sible in Hebrew (Ivy Sichel p.c.). But see the following discussion in the text, regarding (21b).

 Object gap constructions  

  c. *šel ha-kod bart ti’er et ha-pi’anu’ax
   of the-code Bart described acc the-deciphering

Note also the following contrast (suggested to me by Tali Siloni p.c.), which pro-
vides further support for the inadequacy of the Op-movement analysis for Hebrew 
object gap nominals.

(21a) shows that the subject of a small clause can undergo (successive 
cyclic) Á -movement. Now, if the object gap nominal in Hebrew TC involved 
Op-movement, presumably as schematized in (19) above, the TC in (21b) should 
have been grammatical, contrary to facts. Note that given the grammatical (21c), 
the ungrammaticality of (21b) cannot be attributed to the fact that the small clause 
in the TC (21b) is complementing an event nominal cilum (“photographing”), 
rather than the corresponding verb (lecalem, “to photograph”, in (21a)).

 (21) a. eize yeledi racita [CPˉti lecalem [SCˉtiˉroked]]?
   which boyˉ[you] wanted to+photograph             dancing
   ‘Whichˉboyˉdidˉyouˉwantˉtoˉphotographˉdancing?’

ˉ  b. *ha-yeled kašeˉ[Opi le-cilum[SCˉti              ˉroked]]
     the-boy difficult to-photographing dancing

  c. cilum ha-yeled roked nimšax ša’ot
   photographing the-boy dancing lasted hours
   ‘Photographingˉtheˉboyˉdancingˉlastedˉforˉhours.’

Given the above, I conclude that without some additional stipulations, Op-
movement in the object gap nominal is unlikely to be the right operation to create 
a predicative phrase, NP or PP.

ii. The lack of D:  Engelhardt (1998) sheds light on the semantic aspect of object 
gap nominals (as well as nominals in some generic contexts), more precisely, on 
the effect the lack of D has on their denotation. She argues that event nominals 
lacking the functional DP-layer are, in fact, not event-denoting nominals, but 
rather activity-nominals (A-NOM, as opposed to E-NOM in Engelhardt 1998).6

However, Engelhardt’s syntactic analysis of the Hebrew TC includes a set of 
assumptions that are not adopted in this paper (e.g., event nominals are assumed 
to be derived in syntax via a verbal passive projection), and more importantly, it is 
based on an imprecise claim, playing a very central role in her analysis. Specifically, 
Engelhardt claims that the observation made by Epstein (1989) that the English TC 
does not have the same scope ambiguity as show constructions with non-thematic 

.  This is consistent with the aforementioned assumption that predicative nominals are NPs, 
rather than DPs, However, it should be noted that Engelhardt does not claim that any DP-less 
nominal is necessarily predicative.
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subjects (e.g., the raising constructions) does not apply in Hebrew. This paves the 
way to the raising analysis of the Hebrew TC, namely an analysis involving A-move-
ment of the internal argument of the (passive) object gap nominal to the subject 
position of the main clause. Abstracting away from the details, Engelhardt’s claim 
regarding the thematic status of the subject position in Hebrew TC is highly contro-
versial, at best, rendering the motivation for her (raising) analysis rather shaky.

In what follows I will argue that the object gap nominal in Hebrew TC does 
not involve either an A΄-movement or A-movement. Rather, it is formed in the 
lexicon by Externalization.

2.  Formation of object gap nominals

The basic idea of my proposal is that the nominal used in Hebrew TCs is the 
result of a lexical operation, referred to here as Externalization, which bears 
some resemblance to the formation of adjectival passive (as discussed in Levin & 
Rappaport 1986).

Specifically, drawing on the different functions of le- in Hebrew, I propose 
that le- introducing the object gap nominal in the Hebrew TC (and in object gap 
constructions, in general) is a lexical formative, rather than a syntactic P-head. It 
turns an e-N into a predicate (i.e., an expression with an open position) by exter-
nalizing the Theme role of the nominal. The externalized Theme is not realized in 
its canonical position and becomes “the slot”, namely the external role (x) used to 
generate modification/predication. The resulting nominal (labeled leN, for conve-
nience) projects a leNP, rather than a PP or a DP.

In addition to Externalization, the formation of the object gap nominal involves 
saturation of the Agent role. Following Chierchia (1995) and Reinhart (2002), a 
saturated role is not realized in syntax but rather it is assigned to a variable bound 
by an existential operator.7 It is worth noting that the saturation of the Agent, 

.  It seems to be the case that saturation of the Agent in the object gap nominals is arbitrary, 
namely the variable ranges over a set of [+human] individuals. This is quite difficult to illustrate 
using the TC, due to the interference of the Experiencer argument of the tough adjective, which 
is necessarily [+human], and, as we will see in section 4, is identified with the saturated Agent 
of the nominal. However, a relevant example can be made by using the Object Purpose Clause 
construction (i). (i) sounds quite distasteful, even if Dan owns a large snake, arguably because 
the Agent variable of axila (“eating”) is arbitrary saturated, forcing the reading that Dan is the 
one to be eating the mice.

 (i)ˉ dan hevi et ha-axbarim le-axila
  Dan brought acc theˉmice to-eating
  ‘Danˉbroughtˉtheˉmiceˉtoˉeat.’

 Object gap constructions  

although part of the formation of the object gap nominal, is probably not directly 
related to Externalization. It has been shown in the literature that event nominals 
can undergo arbitrary saturation (see Szabolcsi 1994; Siloni 1997 for the claim that 
the implicit external argument of event nominals has an arbitrary interpretation).

The formation of the object gap nominal is schematized in (22), where e stands 
for the event variable of the nominal, SAT is short for “saturated”, and leN is the 
resulting nominal: 

 (22) FormationˉofˉtheˉobjectˉgapˉnominalˉbyˉExternalization
  nikuy e-Nˉ〈e,ˉθSAT,ˉθTheme〉      → λx. le-nikuyˉleNˉe, θSAT, x
  cleaning to-cleaning

Note that Externalization does not affect the e argument of the nominal, which, as 
we will see in section 4, is crucially involved in the derivation of the TC. This might 
seem inconsistent with the claim put forward in Engelhard (1998), and which I 
follow, that the derived nominal is not an event denoting nominal. The inconsis-
tency, however, is only apparent; on the assumption that the leN projects a DP-less 

leNP, the derived object gap nominal does not denote an event because its e argu-
ment is not saturated via D, but rather in a different manner (to be made more 
precise in section 4).

The following phenomena provide supporting evidence for the proposed anal-
ysis of Hebrew object gap constituent, showing that the le-nominal constituent is a 
distinct kind of a nominal, rather than a PP, and that it is formed in the lexicon.

Consider the coordination in (23). (23a) shows that it is impossible to omit 
le- on the second conjunct in the Hebrew TC. Given Externalization (22), this 
is not surprising; if le- creates a different kind of a nominal, this nominal can be 
coordinated only with the same kind of nominal, namely a leNP. Note that it is 
not the case that le- cannot be omitted, in principle. As witnessed by the coor-
dination of Goal arguments in the Hebrew Dative construction (23b), dative le-, 
which similarly to le- of object gap nominals, is not a syntactic P-head but rather 
a Case-marker of the DP (for arguments see Landau 1994; Botwinik-Rotem 2004 
and references cited therein), can be omitted. Moreover, if le- is involved in the 
formation of leN in the lexicon, the impossibility to form a conjoined leN, with a 
single le- is expected; coordination takes place in the syntax not in the lexicon, so 
it cannot feed the formation of leN.

 (23) a. ha-sefer kal li-kri’a ve-*(le-)ˉnitu’ax
   the-book easy to-reading and-(to-)analyzing
   ‘Theˉbookˉisˉeasyˉtoˉreadˉandˉtoˉanalyze.’

  b.ˉ natati matanot le-yeled ve-(le-)     yalda
   [I] gave presents to-boy and-(to-)ˉgirl
   ‘Iˉgaveˉpresentsˉtoˉaˉboyˉandˉaˉgirl.’
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Further, as shown by Landau (1994), Hebrew modified conjunction can be used to 
diagnose whether the coordinated constituents are PPs or NPs/DPs. Following Lan-
dau, a Hebrew conjunction of two DPs can be modified by a single AP (or by two 
separate APs), but a conjunction of two PPs cannot. This is shown schematically 
in (24a) and (24b), respectively, and exemplified in (25a,b). Crucially, as shown in 
(25c), modified conjunction of two le-NP sequences with a single AP is grammati-
cal, indicating that le-NP is, in fact, a kind of a nominal rather than a PP: 

 (24) a. [PP Pˉ[DPˉ[DPˉDP1ˉandˉDP2]ˉAP]]]
  b. *[PPˉ[PPˉ[PPPˉDP1]ˉandˉ[PPˉPˉDP2]]ˉAP]

 (25) a. dan pagaš et ha-yeledˉve-et ha-yalda ha-xadašim
   Dan met acc the-boyˉand-acc the-girl the-new.pl

   ‘Danˉmetˉtheˉnewˉboyˉandˉgirl.’

  b. ??ha-matos xag meal ha-kfar ve-meal ha-ir ha-netušim
   the-plane flew above the-village and-above the-city the-deserted.pl

   ‘Theˉplaneˉflewˉoverˉtheˉdesertedˉvillageˉandˉcity.’

  c. ha-šatiax ha-yašan kaše le-nikuy ve-le-tikun yesodiim
   the-carpet the-old difficult to-cleaning and-to-repairing thorough.pl

   ‘Theˉoldˉcarpetˉisˉdiffiltˉtoˉcleanˉandˉtoˉrepairˉthoroughly.’

Finally, recall the ungrammatical Hebrew TC, including an object gap nominal with a 
small clause ((21b) repeated as (26)). In terms of the analysis developed in this section, 
the gap in the nominal (marked by _ ) should be formed by Externalization in the lex-
icon. But this would be clearly impossible in (26), because the argument to be exter-
nalized (“the boy”) is part of the small clause, a syntactic constituent, which does not 
exist in the lexicon (see Siloni 2002 for the division of labour between the lexicon and 
syntax). The impossibility to externalize (part of) the internal argument of the nomi-
nal, namely the subject of the small clause, leads to the attested ungrammaticality.

 (26) *ha-yeled kaše le-cilum [SCˉ__ˉroked]
    the-boy difficult to-photographing dancing

To recap, Hebrew object gap nominals used in object gap constructions are derived 
in the lexicon from event nominals by externalization of their Theme role (and 
saturation of the Agent), which renders them predicative, namely nominals with 
a slot, rather than event denoting arguments. This, I believe, accounts for their 
properties introduced in section 2.1.

2.   Accounting for the properties of object gap nominals

The impossibility to realize both the Agent and the Theme arguments (27) is the 
direct consequence of the lexical operation which underlies the formation of object 
gap nominals: The Agent is saturated and the Theme is externalized, assuming the 
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status of a slot (to be closed by the subject of the TC, see section 4). The derived 
nominal is not an argument taking nominal (namely not an e-N), as neither of 
its theta-roles are canonically realized. Rather, it is a predicative (event) nominal, 
projecting an NP, rather than a DP.

 (27) ha-seferi kaše li-kri’aˉ(*šeloi)/*šelˉ  dan
  the-book difficult to-readingˉof+it/ofˉDan

On the assumption that adverbial modifiers, as well as the by-phrase are licensed 
only in event nominals, the fact that they are infelicitous in object gap nominals 
(28) is not surprising; despite being associated with an e argument, these nominals 
do not denote an event.

 (28) a. ha-sefer kaše li-kri’a (*bi-mhirut)
   the-book difficult to-reading (in-haste)
   ‘Theˉbookˉisˉdifficultˉtoˉreadˉ(inˉhaste).’

  b. ha-šati’ax kaše le-nikuy (*al-yedeyˉdan)
   the-carpetˉ[is] difficult to-cleaning (by-Dan)
   ‘Theˉcarpetˉisˉdifficultˉtoˉcleanˉ(*byˉDan).’

Finally,ˉtheˉlackˉofˉDˉisˉconsistentˉwithˉtheˉfactˉthatˉobjectˉgapˉnominalsˉare 

notˉspecifiedˉforˉdefiniteness,ˉandˉdoˉnotˉoccurˉwithˉdeterminers.

 (29) ha-te’orya kašaˉ       le-hacaga/          *la-hacaga/                *le-kolˉhacaga
  the-theory difficultˉto-presentation/to+the-presentation/toˉeveryˉpresentation
  ‘Theˉtheoryˉisˉdifficultˉtoˉpresent.’

In the following section I will focus on the embedded constituent in the English 
TC. Unlike its Hebrew counterpart, which is nominal, the English object gap 
constituent is verbal. Similarly to what we observed in Hebrew, this constituent, 
although seemingly an infinitival clause, does not behave like one.

.   English object gap constituent: Op-movement

As mentioned at the onset of the paper, the most familiar analysis of the English 
TC is the Op (null operator)-movement analysis repeated in (30). Under this ana-
lysis the complement of the tough adjective is fully clausal (CP), and the gap in the 
object position of the embedded constituent is the trace of the Op (Chomsky 1977, 
1981, 1982, 1986, 1995; Browning 1987; Tellier 1991, among others):8

.  But see Cinque 1990, where it is argued that the Op in some constructions, among them the 
TC, is base generated in spec-CP and binds a pro.
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 (30) a. Theˉbookiˉisˉeasyˉ[CPˉOpiˉ[IPˉPROarbˉtoˉreadˉti]]
  b. Danˉbroughtˉtheˉcariˉ[CPˉOpiˉ[PROˉtoˉrepairˉti]]

The strongest empirical support for the Op-movement analysis (i.e., for the Á - 
movement which underlies it) is based on island effects (e.g., Complex NP) attested 
in these constructions (31). Specifically, (31a) is grammatical, as it includes no 
islands, and the Aʹ-movement of the Op can proceed successive cyclically. In con-
trast, in (31b) the Op has to move out of the Complex NP configuration, resulting 
in ungrammaticality (Chomsky 1973): 

 (31) a. Thisˉbookˉisˉeasyˉforˉusˉ[CPˉOpiˉ[IPˉPROˉto
   arrangeˉforˉtheˉcommitteeˉ[CPˉtiˉ[IPˉPROˉtoˉreadˉti]]]]

  b. *Thisˉbookˉisˉeasyˉforˉusˉ[CPˉOpiˉ[ IPˉPROˉtoˉinsistˉonˉ[NP/DPˉthe
     principleˉ[CPˉtiˉthatˉ[IPˉtheˉcommitteeˉshouldˉreadˉti]]]]]

(31) indeed strongly suggests that the embedded constituent in the TC involves 
Aʹ-movement. It does not entail, however, that the landing site of this movement 
is spec-CP, namely that the embedded constituent is CP. Put differently, it is rea-
sonable to argue against the clausal (CP) projection of the embedded constituent, 
while maintaining the movement part of the analysis, provided that an appropriate 
landing site is available. This is the position I argue for here. Specifically, I propose 
that the formation of the variable in the embedded constituent of the English TC 
results from Op-movement, but not to spec-CP. Rather, Op moves into the speci-
fier of the projection headed by to, which, as will be shown below, is not an infini-
tival tense marker T in the English TC. The formation of the object gap constituent 
in English, thus, will be argued to crucially involve to, a syntactic functional head 
(possibly P), whose combination with the VP imposes predicate formation, in the 
sense defined for Hebrew object gap nominals: it involves saturation of the exter-
nal argument of the verb, and Op-movement to form the predicate.

In what follows, I will first introduce evidence for the non-clausal nature of 
the to-VP sequence of English TCs, showing that to in these constructions differs 
from the infinitival to and that there is no subject position in the embedded con-
stituent of the TC. I will then discuss the Op-movement underlying the formation 
of the embedded constituent in the TC, specifying in what way it differs from 
its more familiar counterpart, namely the Op-movement which is assumed to be 
involved in derivation of relative clauses.

.1   “to” is not T

i. Adverbial placement: Consider first the placement possibilities of the so-called 
quantificational adverbs (e.g., seldom, often, etc.) in the embedded constituent of 
the TC (32a), as compared to those in the embedded infinitivals elsewhere (32b). 
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The former are more limited, excluding the occurrence of the adverb immediately 
preceding the verb. This, in itself, indicates that the embedded constituent of the 
TC is different from the standard infinitival clause.

 (32) a. Avant-guardˉfilmsˉareˉdifficultˉ[toˉ(*often)ˉwatchˉ(often)]
  b. Bartˉdecidedˉ[CPˉtoˉ(often)ˉwatchˉavant-guardˉfilmsˉ(often)]

As widely assumed, quantificational adverbs are interpreted in relation to an 
event, i.e., they need an event variable to quantify over. Therefore, they can occur 
either VP-internally, or immediately above the VP, if the VP is merged with the 
tense operator (T). That the latter is ungrammatical in the TCs suggests that their 
embedded constituent lacks the tense operator, namely that to in these construc-
tions is not the realization of the infinitival T.

ii. VP-ellipsis: Furthermore, it is a familiar property of English that in many 
cases a VP can be elided leaving the infinitival to behind (33). This, however, is 
completely impossible in the English TC (34). Following Williams (1984), the VP 
cannot be deleted if it is not a sister of T (Aux, in his terms). If to of the object gap 
constituent is not T, the ungrammaticality of (34) follows.

 (33) a. Johnˉisˉeagerˉtoˉpleaseˉhisˉteachers,ˉbutˉMaryˉisˉreluctantˉto.
  b. Johnˉwantedˉtoˉdance,ˉbutˉMaryˉdidn’tˉwantˉto.

 (34) *Yourˉpaperˉisˉeasyˉtoˉread,ˉbutˉyourˉbookˉisˉdifficultˉto.

iii. Aspectual have: Finally, Jones (1991) notes that the occurrence of the aspec-
tual have is infelicitous in the TCs (35a), as opposed to its felicitous occurrence in 
the fully clausal infinitival relative (35b) ((88) in Jones 1991):9

 (35) a. ?? ‘MobyˉDick’iˉwillˉbeˉeasyˉ[toˉhaveˉreadˉei]ˉ(beforeˉyou
    makeˉitˉtoˉcollege).

  b. ‘MobyˉDick’ˉisˉaˉbookˉ[IRˉOpiˉ[PROˉtoˉhaveˉreadˉti]]
   (beforeˉyouˉmakeˉitˉtoˉcollege).

The aspectual (perfective) have is claimed by Williams (1984) to occur only if T is 
present. The contrast in (35), thus, could be reasonably viewed as additional evi-
dence to the claim made here that the verbal object gap constituent in TCs, unlike 
the infinitival relatives, does not have a T-head.

Note that if to is not T, namely it is not a syntactic head associated with the 
tense operator, the e variable of the verb in the object gap constituent is not satu-

.  Similarly to the claim made here, Jones (1991) argues that the object gap constituent is not 
a CP. Jones, however, views to as part of the VP, rather than a distinct syntactic (P)-head, taking 
VP as its complement.
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rated in the standard manner (i.e., it is not existentially bound by the tense opera-
tor). Recall that a similar effect was mentioned with respect to the e variable of the 
Hebrew object gap nominal (see section 2.3). As we will see in section 4, despite 
the attested differences between the object gap constituents in the two languages, 
the saturation of this variable in the TC in both languages is identical, playing a 
central role in the formation of the complex AP predicate, crucially involved in the 
derivation of the TCs.

.2   No subject position

Based on theory internal considerations, there are reasons to suspect that the 
embedded constituent of English TCs lacks a subject position; as widely assumed, 
the canonical subject position is spec-TP, but to of the object gap constituent is not 
T, as suggested by the evidence of the previous subsection. As shown below, this 
suspicion regarding the lack of the subject position is also empirically supported.

i. there-insertion: It has been noted (Fiengo & Lasnik 1974; Jones 1991), that the 
verbal constituent of TCs resists there-insertion, namely realization of an exple-
tive subject by means of prepositional complementizer (36). In contrast, there-
insertion is possible in the infinitival clause of the expletive subject construction 
headed by a tough adjective, or in an infinitival relative, as shown in (37). On 
the assumption that there is no subject position in the embedded constituent of 
TCs (and no CP-layer), the ungrammaticality of (36) follows. (Note that given 
the grammatical (37a), the ungrammaticality of (36) cannot be attributed to some 
property of the tough adjective): 

 (36) *Bartˉisˉtoughˉforˉthereˉtoˉbeˉpicturesˉofˉallˉover.

 (37) a. ItˉisˉtoughˉforˉthereˉtoˉbeˉpicturesˉofˉBartˉallˉover.
  b. Bartˉisˉaˉguyˉforˉthereˉtoˉbeˉpicturesˉofˉallˉover.
   (AdaptedˉfromˉJonesˉ1991)

ii. Disjoint reference: A lexical subject disjoint in reference from the Experiencer 
of the tough adjective can be introduced in the expletive subject construction (38a), 
but not in the TC (38b) (Chomsky 1977, 1981; Jones 1991, among others). This is 
accounted for, given that (i) the second PP is necessarily the subject of the embed-
ded clause (the tough adjective cannot, of course, realize more than one Experi-
encer), and (ii) there is no subject position in the embedded constituent in the TC: 

 (38) a. Itˉisˉeasyˉforˉtheˉrichˉ[forˉtheˉpoorˉtoˉdoˉtheˉhardˉwork]
  b. *Hardˉworkˉisˉeasyˉforˉtheˉrichˉ[forˉtheˉpoorˉtoˉdo]
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.   Predicate formation

In light of the above, the embedded constituent of TCs (to-VP) is not on a par with 
an infinitival CP. The morpheme to is not T, and the constituent lacks subject posi-
tion. If to is not realizing T, analyzing it as P is most natural. After all, to is a preposi-
tion. The embedded constituent in TCs in English, thus, is a PP rather than a TP.10

Similarly to Hebrew, the combination of P-to with VP involves saturation of 
the external theta-role of the verb, and variable formation (39).
 (39) ˉFormation ofˉthe variable in English object gap constituent
  cleanV 〈 e,ˉθAgent,ˉθThemeˉ〉 → λx. toˉcleanPPˉe,ˉθSAT , x

A couple of phenomena attested in English TCs suggest that the formation of the 
object gap constituent in English takes place in syntax, rather than in the lexicon. 
Accordingly, the variable of this constituent cannot be the result of externaliza-
tion. Specifically, if we tried to assume that the internal argument of the verb in 
the English object gap PP is externalized exactly like in Hebrew TCs, there would 
be no syntactic position corresponding to this argument prior to externalization. 
However, the possibility to add a resultative secondary predicate (40), whose addi-
tion is contingent upon the existence of a syntactic object position (cf. Rothstein 
2004 and references cited therein), indicates that this position exists.
 (40) Theˉhouseˉwillˉbeˉeasyˉtoˉpaintˉtiˉbluei.

Recall also that variable formation in English TCs is attested even when the variable 

(marked as x) is deeply embedded, and it is sensitive to islands (41).11

 (41) a. ThisˉbookˉisˉeasyˉtoˉtryˉtoˉconvinceˉLisaˉtoˉreadˉx
  b. *This book is easy to meet the person who read x

1.  This constituent is not smaller than a PP, namely not a VP, because unlike its Hebrew coun-
terpart (le-), the P-morpheme to in English is not a lexical formative. Even when its function 
is purely formal (Case related), as in the Dative construction, it behaves as a syntactic P-head 
taking a coordinated DP complement (e.g., I gave presents to the boys and the girls).

11.  The possibility to iterate the embedded verbal constituent in TCs is subject to cross-lin-
guistic variation. For instance, it is attested also in Rumanian (Grosu & Horvath 1987) (i). In 
French and Italian, however, clausal iteration of the embedded verbal constituent is not allowed 
(modulo restructuring verbs) (Cinque 1990) (ii). It should be noted here, that in languages 
where iteration is attested, it is limited. I leave both the cross-linguistic variation and the limita-
tion on the iteration for future research. 

 (i) Aceste alune sînt greu [deˉîncetat [deˉronţăit]]
  These hazelnuts are hard stop-SUPINE gnaw-SUPINE
  (SUPINEˉisˉaˉnon-finiteˉverbalˉform,ˉGrosuˉandˉHorvathˉ1987;ˉfn.ˉ2)
 (ii) *Ce livre ést facile [à essayer [CP (de/à) lire]]
  this book is easy to try to read
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Based on the above, the English object gap constituent is formed in the syn-
tax, via the familiar mechanism of Op-movement which creates the variable in 
object position.

The Op-movement in the TC, though, differs from the Op-movement, say, in 
relative clauses.

First, the landing site of the Op is not spec-CP because, by hypothesis, the 
object gap constituent does not have a CP. Rather, Op-movement takes place to the 
specifier of the functional projection headed by to (assumed to be spec-PP).

The Op-chain formed in this constituent differs from the more familiar Op-
chain in another important respect. Recall that in addition to Op-movement, the 
formation of the object gap constituent involves saturation of the external argu-
ment of the verb. Now, in the spirit of Burzio’s generalization, it is reasonable to 
assume that as the result of the saturation of its external theta-role, the verb loses 
its ability to check objective Case.12 Consequently, the Op-chain in the English 
object gap constituent is, in fact, “illicit” regarding Case; unlike the Op-chain of 
relative clauses, it cannot be assigned the internal theta-role of the verb (at LF), but 
can only pass it on, to be subsequently discharged in some other way.

The derivation of the object gap constituent, thus, is similar in some respect to 
the derivation of relative clauses (both involve Op-movement), and at the same time, 
it bears some resemblance to the derivation of the passive construction (both include 
saturation of the external argument). It is however, on a par with neither of these con-
structions, deriving a unique syntactic constituent with an undischarged theta-role.

The saturation of this theta-role is, of course, an important issue, which will be 
addressed in section 4. But before that, let us return to the intriguing properties of 
the English object gap constituent mentioned in section 1, and examine whether 
and how they are accounted for under the proposed analysis.

.   The consequences

In the analysis developed here, the object gap constituent is a projection of the func-
tional head to merged directly with VP, [PP [P to] VP]. The absence of the clausal func-
tional categories, TP and CP, thus, accounts straightforwardly for the impossibility to 
realize the expletive there by means of the prepositional complementizer (42): 

 (42) *Bart is easy for there to be pictures of all over.

12.  Kayne (1984), following Hornstein & Weinberg (1981) argues that verbal and prepositional 
Case in English is identical (it is labeled Objective in Haegeman (1991)). This is probably related to 
the fact that the formation of English object gap constituent can target not only the object of the verb 
(“please”), but also the object of a preposition (“on”), removing objective Case of either of them (i): 

 (i) John is difficult to please/rely on.
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Further, if, as assumed here, to has to combine directly with the lexical VP, the 
impossibility to passivize the verb in English TCs (43) follows. The verb in the 
object gap constituent cannot be passivized, because this constituent does not 
admit any intervening verbal projections to accommodate the additional verb, 
namely be, which is necessary for passive formation in English.

 (43) *Lisa is easy to be pleased.

Finally, consider the double object construction, which does not give rise to an 
object gap constituent, namely it cannot be the embedded constituent in the 
TC (44). (44a) is ungrammatical, arguably because the Theme argument in the 
double object construction has inherent Case (Larson 1988), and therefore can-
not give rise to the “Caseless” Op-chain, which is the landmark, so to speak, of 
the object gap constituent under the present analysis. The ungrammaticality of 
(44b) is also expected if, as proposed by several authors (cf. Den Dikken 1995), 
the Goal argument in the double object construction has to be licensed in a 
separate VP headed by the abstract verb HAVE. As already mentioned, in the 
analysis of the object gap constituent developed here there can be no interven-
ing VPs between the functional head to and its VP complement headed by the 
lexical verb.

 (44) a. *PresentsˉareˉeasyˉtoˉgiveˉJohn.
  b. *Johnˉisˉeasyˉtoˉgiveˉpresents.

This concludes the analysis of Hebrew and English object gap constituents. To 
summarize, both involve saturation of the external theta-role and predicate for-
mation. They differ as to the component of grammar in which they are formed, 
and therefore the formation of the predicate is achieved via a different mecha-
nism (externalization vs. Op-movement). Both have in addition to the unsatu-
rated theta-role (the object variable) a free e argument. In the following section 
I will discuss the function of the object gap constituent in the TC, addressing 
the long standing puzzle regarding the thematic status of the subject position of 
this construction.

.   Object gap constituents in the TCs: Formation of the complex  
AP predicate

One of the well-known controversies associated with the TC is the thematic sta-
tus of its subject position.13 On the standard assumption, tough adjectives do not 

1.  The thematic status of the subject position was crucial in the GB framework (Chomsky 
1981), where lexical insertion, regulated by the Projection Principle and the Theta-Criterion, 
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have an external semantic argument, only an internal one, as witnessed by the 
expletive subject construction (45) (Chomsky 1986; Browning 1987; Cinque 1990; 
among others).14

 (45) Itˉisˉeasyˉtoˉreadˉthisˉbook.

If so, the subject position in the TC should be non-thematic, showing (some of) the 
relevant properties. Specifically, phenomena attested in the familiar constructions 
including a non-thematic subject position, like the raising or passive construc-
tions, are expected to be attested in the TCs as well. This expectation, however, is 
not borne out. For instance, the subject position of the TC does not admit idiom 
chunks (46a) and expletive subjects (there) (47a), unlike the subject position of a 
raising or passive verb, (46b), (47b) (Chomsky 1981): 15

 (46) a. *Goodˉcareˉisˉhardˉ[toˉtakeˉtˉofˉtheˉorphans]
  b.   Goodˉcareˉseemsˉ[tˉtoˉbeˉtakenˉtˉofˉtheˉorphans]

 (47) a. *Thereˉisˉhardˉtoˉbelieveˉ[tˉtoˉhaveˉbeenˉaˉcrimeˉcommittedˉt].
  b.   Thereˉisˉbelievedˉ[tˉtoˉhaveˉbeenˉaˉcrimeˉcommittedˉt].

In what follows I will argue that the aforementioned discrepancy is reconcil-
able, once the relation between the tough adjective and the object gap constituent 
is clarified.

.1  The complex tough predicate

It is intuitively clear that the subject in the TC has the property denoted by the 
tough adjective and the object gap constituent (leNP in Hebrew, PP in English), 
rather than the property denoted by the tough adjective alone. In (48), for instance, 
it is not the case that the book has the property of being easy, but rather, the 

was assumed to result in a syntactic level of representation referred to as the D-Structure. In the 
Minimalist framework (Chomsky 1995) the mentioned controversy is less significant, as no such 
level is assumed to exist. Nevertheless, the nature of this position is still an intriguing issue.

1.  There are alternative views: The ability to predicate either externally or internally is argued 
in Hazout (1994) to be the typical property of these adjectives in Hebrew. Kim (1996) argues 
for a uniform external predication, accounting for sentences like (45) by extraposition of a 
sentential argument to a sentence-final position (but see Rothstein 2001 for arguments against 
such view).

15. See also Epstein (1989) where it is argued that TCs do not show the same kind of scope 
ambiguity as show raising constructions.
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property of the book is that ‘reading it is easy’.16 More specifically, easy in (48) 

modifies primarily the reading, and only then the whole sequence easy to read is 

predicated of the book. Consequently, some book can be easy to read, but difficult 

to understand, to design, to make a movie of (49):

 (48) Theˉbookˉisˉeasyˉtoˉread.

 (49) Theˉbookˉisˉeasyˉtoˉread,ˉbutˉdifficultˉtoˉunderstand.

The tough adjective and the object gap constituent, thus, form one unit. More pre-
cisely, they form a complex adjectival predicate, namely a complex AP. That the 
complex predicate in the TC is indeed adjectival is supported by a variety of phe-
nomena illustrated in (50)–(52): It admits degree phrases (50); it can be conjoined 
with another AP (51); in Hebrew, when it is used as a modifier it shows definite-
ness, number and gender agreement, typical of Hebrew adjectival modifiers (52a), 
(52b); it cannot be introduced by the relative complementizer še- or ha- (52c), 
indicating that it is indeed an AP rather than a semi-relative (52d), which is argu-
ably a DP including a VP or an AP (Siloni 1997):

 (50) ha-sefer me’od/dey kal li-kri’a
  the-book very/rather easy to-reading
  ‘Theˉbookˉisˉvery/ratherˉeasyˉtoˉread.’

 (51) ha-šati’ax yašan ve-kaše le-nikuy
  The-carpetˉ[is] old and-tough to-cleaning
  ‘Theˉcarpetˉisˉoldˉandˉtoughˉtoˉclean.’

 (52) a. mazon kaše le-ikul/ ha-mazon ha-kaše le-ikul azal
   food difficult to-digestion/ the-food the-difficult to-digestion soldˉout
   ‘(The)ˉdifficultˉtoˉdigestˉfoodˉwasˉsoldˉout.’

  b. ha-bxinot      ha-kašot li-vdika ne’elmu
   the-exams.fem.pl.  the-difficult.fem.pl. to-correcting.sg. disaPPeared
   ‘TheˉdifficultˉtoˉcorrectˉexamsˉdisaPPeared.’

  c. basar adom hu mazon (*ha-/*še-) ta’im/kaše       le-ikul
   meat red he food (the-/that-) tasty/difficultˉto-digestion
   ‘Redˉmeatˉisˉaˉtastyˉfood/difficultˉfoodˉtoˉdigest.’

  d. basar adom hu mazon *(ha-/še-) mit’akel le’at
   meat red he food   (the-/that-)[gets] digested slowly
   ‘Redˉmeatˉisˉfoodˉthatˉisˉdigestedˉslowly.’

TheˉquestionˉarisesˉasˉtoˉhowˉthisˉcomplexˉAPˉpredicateˉisˉformed.ˉWhatˉ 

areˉtheˉrelationsˉholdingˉwithinˉit?

1. For an elaborate semantic analysis of the English TC, see Kim (1996).
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As mentioned in passing earlier, the tough adjective has an internal theta-
role (assigned to the embedded clause in the expletive subject construction, (48)), 
and a non-semantic slot. Recall that the object gap constituent has an unassigned 
theta-role (resulting from Externalization in Hebrew, and formed by Op-chain in 
English), as well as an e argument (and a saturated external theta-role), and it is 
predicative, rather than argumental. Since it is not an argument, the embedded 
constituent cannot be assigned the internal theta-role of the tough adjective. If so, 
how is this constituent licensed in the syntactic structure?

I propose that it is licensed by modification, inducing complex predicate 
formation. Specifically, I suggest that the internal theta-role of the tough adjec-
tive is used in the TC for modification of the event denoted by the object gap 
constituent (leNP/PP).

Following Higginbotham (1985), modification is analyzed as identification 
of the semantic argument of the modifier and that of the modifiee, closing the 
involved arguments. For the TC this will mean that the internal theta-role of the 
tough adjective is identified with the e argument of the leNP/PP. In this sense then, 
the event denoted by the leNP/PP is interpreted as the attribute of the adjective, the 
dimension along which the difficulty or the easiness is graded. Thus, the modifica-
tion of the e argument by the internal theta-role of the adjective is what licenses 
the object gap constituent. Now, if the internal theta-role of the adjective is used 
for modification and therefore is closed, the adjective by itself cannot be possi-
bly predicated of the subject of the TC. Rather, the modification induces complex 
predicate formation, whereby the unassigned internal theta-role of the object gap 
constituent is identified with the (non-semantic, external) slot of the tough adjec-
tive, becoming the external theta-role of the complex AP predicate. It is closed by 
assignment to the subject of the TC.17,18

1.  The mechanism assumed to underlie complex predicate formation in the TC is theta-iden-
tification (Neeleman 1994), rather than theta-combination (Ackema 1995).

1. As widely assumed, the tough adjective, in addition to its internal theta-role which is as-
signed to a clause, has the so-called Experiencer argument. Recall that in the TC the Experiencer 
and the saturated external argument of the leNP/PP are necessarily coreferential, as opposed to 
the expletive construction, where a subject different from the Experiencer can be introduced (i): 

 (i) a. Hardˉworkˉisˉeasyˉforˉtheˉrichˉ(*forˉtheˉpoor)ˉtoˉdo.
  b. Itˉisˉeasyˉforˉtheˉrichˉ(forˉtheˉpoor)ˉtoˉdoˉtheˉhardˉwork.
   (Chomskyˉ1977)

On the assumption that the complex predicate formation triggers identification of the Experi-
encer of the tough adjective with the saturated argument of the leNP/PP, this is accounted for. For 
alternative accounts to this effect see Koster 1984; Kim 1996.
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The immediate benefit of this proposal is that it accounts for the noted dis-
crepancy regarding the status of the subject position in the TC, reconciling the 
observation that the subject position in the TC is thematic with the assumption 
that tough adjectives do not assign an external semantic role. Under the present 
analysis, the tough adjective itself is not predicated of the subject in the TC. Rather, 
it modifies the object gap constituent forming with it a complex AP predicate, 
whose external theta-role is the unassigned theta-role of the object gap constitu-
ent. The complex tough AP, thus, unlike the tough adjective, has an external theta-
role, rendering the subject position of the TC a thematic position.

.2  Supporting evidence

Consider the following phenomena involving negation and ellipsis in the TC 
(illustrated in Hebrew), as compared to the expletive subject construction.

Note first that in the expletive subject construction it is possible to negate 
either the tough adjective or the embedded constituent (53a). In the TC, however, 
negation possibilities are more limited; negating the whole A- leNP sequence is 
possible, but it is impossible to negate the leNP alone (53b).

 (53) a. (lo) kal (lo) le’exol ma’axal noraˉze
   (not) easy (not) to+eat food awfulˉthis
   ‘Itˉisˉ(not)ˉeasyˉ(not)ˉtoˉeatˉthisˉawfulˉfood.’

  b. ma’axal nora ze (lo) kal (*lo) le-axila
   food awful this (not) easy (not) to-eating
   ‘Thisˉawfulˉfoodˉisˉ(not)ˉeasyˉ*(not)ˉtoˉeat.’

A similar pattern of limitation is attested with respect to ellipsis; while in the exple-
tive subject construction it is possible to elide just the embedded constituent (lehitx-
aten, “to get married” in (54a)), in the TC only the whole A-leNP sequence can be 

elided (54b), eliding leNP alone results in ungrammaticality (54c).

 (54) a. dan muxanˉlehitxaten, aval dina loˉ(muxana)
   Danˉ[is] readyˉ   to+get+married, but Dinaˉ[is] notˉ(ready)
   ‘Danˉisˉreadyˉtoˉgetˉmarried,ˉbutˉDinaˉisˉnotˉ(ready).’

  b. ha-kelev kal le-iluf, aval ha-para lo
   the-dog easy to-taming, but he-cow not
   ‘Theˉdogˉisˉeasyˉtoˉtame,ˉbutˉtheˉcowˉisˉnot.’

  c. *ha-kelev kal le-iluf, aval ha-para kaša/lo kala
   the-dog easy to-taming, but the-cow difficult/not easy
   ‘Theˉdogˉisˉeasyˉtoˉtame,ˉbutˉtheˉcowˉisˉdifficult/notˉeasy.’

Both the negation and eliding facts illustrated above suggest that the tough 
adjective and the object gap constituent are inseparable, supporting the claim 
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that the A-leNP sequence is a single unit namely, a complex AP predicate, as 
suggested here.

The proposed analysis for the TC gains independent support in Hebrew, as 
it bears a striking resemblance to the analysis of Hebrew adjectival constructs in 
inalienable constructions (55) argued for in Siloni (2002).

 (55) yalda yefat eynayim nixnesaˉla-xeder
  girl-fem.sg. beautiful-fem.sg. eyes enteredˉto+the-room
  ‘Aˉgirlˉwithˉbeautifulˉeyesˉenteredˉtheˉroom.’

Siloni (2002) claims that the adjectival construct yefat eynayim is a complex adjec-
tival predicate. The genitive nominal in this complex (eynayim “eyes”) is licensed 
by modification, as the adjective does not have any semantic internal role. Despite 
the fact that the external argument of the adjective is used for modification of the 
nominal, the complex is nevertheless predicative. This is due to the external pos-
sessor argument, which is argued to be present in inalienable nominals. Therefore, 
only these form adjectival constructs.

Although the Hebrew TC and the adjectival construct are not identical, the 
resemblance is undeniable. The nominal in both constructions is a predicative NP, 
rather than a DP, and it has an external slot, the externalized Theme in the former 
and possessor in the latter. The set of nominals that can form a complex AP predi-
cate is restricted. It consists of leNPs in the former, and of inalienable nominals in 
the latter. In both constructions, the adjective agrees with the subject, rather than 
with the nominal it modifies.

To summarize, in this section I have argued that in the TC the object gap 
constituent and the tough adjective form a complex AP predicate. The forma-
tion of this complex predicate involves modification of the object gap constitu-
ent by the tough adjective, which closes the internal theta-role of the adjective 
and the e argument of the object gap constituent, inducing identification of the 
unassigned theta-role of the latter with the non-semantic slot of the former. As the 
result, the unassigned theta-role of the object gap constituent (leNP/PP) becomes 
the external theta-role of the complex AP predicate. The complex tough AP 
predicate, unlike the tough adjective itself, thus, has an external theta-role, 
which is discharged by the subject of the TC. Viewed this way, the analysis of 
the TC explains and settles the long-standing controversy associated with the 
thematic status of the subject position in the TC. Specifically, the subject posi-
tion in the TC is indeed thematic, but not because the tough adjective has an 
external theta-role. Rather, the subject of the TC is assigned the theta-role by 
the complex AP predicate, whose external theta-role originates in the object 
gap constituent.
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.   Concluding remarks

Focusing on the Hebrew and English TCs, the goal of this paper was to clarify 
the formation of the so-called object gap constituents, which in some languages 
are nominal (e.g., Hebrew), whereas in other are verbal (e.g., English). Regard-
less of their different categorial status, object gap constituents in both languages 
were shown to manifest unique properties, not attested with the corresponding 
minimally different constituents, not including the gap (e.g., event nominals 
in Hebrew).

Noting that object gap constituents in both languages are predicative, I have 
argued that predicate formation in Hebrew is the result of the lexical operation 
referred to as Externalization, whereby the internal theta-role of the event nomi-
nal becomes the slot of the le-N. I argued further that unlike in Hebrew, predi-
cate formation in English is achieved in syntax via Op-movement, as is commonly 
assumed. However, based on evidence showing that to in the English TCs is not 
a T-head, and that the embedded constituent of the English TCs lacks the subject 
position, I proposed that the to-VP sequence is not clausal, namely not a CP, as is 
commonly assumed, but rather a projection of the functional syntactic head real-
ized by to, presumably a PP. Most importantly, I have argued that the Op-chain 
of the English object gap constituents lacks Case, and hence is invisible for theta-
assignment. (This effect was attributed to the saturation of the external theta-role 
of the verb.) This Caseless Op-chain was proposed to function as a transmitter of 
the unassigned internal theta-role of the verb.

Finally, I have argued that in the TCs in both languages, object gap constitu-
ents and the tough adjective form a complex AP predicate, whereby the internal 
theta-role of the adjective and the e argument of the object gap constituent are 
closed via modification, and the unassigned internal theta-role of the object gap 
constituent is identified with the slot of the adjective and closed by the subject of 
the TC.

The difference between English and Hebrew is that in the latter the forma-
tion of the predicative object gap constituent takes place in the lexicon, whereas 
in the former the same occurs in syntax. That is, the proposed analysis suggests 
that predicate formation can apply either in the lexicon or in the syntax. Siloni 
(2002) and Reinhart & Siloni (2005) argue that valence changing operations, such 
as reflexivization or reciprocalization, can take place either in the lexicon or in 
the syntax, as stated in their “lexicon/syntax parameter” (Lex/Syn Parameter). 
Predicate formation, a valence decreasing operation, thus, falls under the Lex/
Syn parameter. Accordingly, its execution is different in the discussed languages. 
Since it is lexical in Hebrew, we expect it to involve externalization, rather than 
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Op-movement, as there is no syntactic structure in the lexicon. Externalization 
is indeed involved in adjectival passive formation, which is assumed to be lexical. 
Likewise, we expect the syntactic component to use Op-movement, as it cannot 
change the status of a theta-role as internal, once the latter has been projected. 
Indeed, the syntax turns phrases into modifiers/predicates by Op-movement 
(e.g., in relative clauses).

The question arises whether the category of the object gap constituent, nomi-
nal vs. verbal, is due to the component of the grammar in which it is formed. Put 
differently, is it the case that if the operation is lexical the predicative constituent 
is necessarily nominal, like in Hebrew, whereas if the operation is syntactic, the 
formed predicate will be necessarily verbal, as in English. Can’t it be the other 
way around? This question clearly cannot be answered based on the examination 
of just two languages, deserving further cross-linguistic research. As for the dis-
cussed languages, the category of their object gap constituent seems to be consis-
tent with the component of grammar in which they are derived. In Hebrew, for 
instance, the lexical formative le- can attach to Ns (the externalizing le-), but also 
to Vs, forming infinitival verbs (lehavin “to+understand”). The externalizing le-, 
however, is clearly distinguished from the infinitival le-; lehavin (“to+understand”) 
can be interpreted in Hebrew only as an infinitival verb. Following Stowell (1982), 
infinitive is zero tense, rather than absence of tense. Thus Hebrew infinitive verbs, 
on a par with the finite ones, combine obligatorily with the functional head T 
forming clausal projections, CPs (Hazout 1995). Note that although a CP can be 
turned into a modifier (e.g., a relative CP), it cannot constitute a legitimate object 
gap constituent; the latter should include an e argument for the tough adjective to 
modify, but once T is present, this argument is bound, namely saturated, by the 
tense operator.

As for English, where the predicate formation is syntactic, it seems reasonable 
to account for the fact that the predicate is verbal by the following. If the opera-
tion is syntactic, it involves Op-chain. In itself, this is less plausible for nominals, 
as it involves movement out of the nominal. Moreover, the Op-chain of the object 
gap constituent has to be Caseless, in order to transmit the unassigned theta-role. 
Although it may be the case that the saturation of the external theta-role of the 
nominal removes its structural Case, it is rather implausible that it will affect the 
inherent genitive of the nominal. As a result, the Op-chain of the nominal will not 
be Caseless, and the internal theta-role will not be transmitted. If the assumption 
that the Op-chain of object gap constituents has to be Caseless is on the right track, 
it does predict that in general, syntactically formed object gap constituents will not 
be nominal, unless they lack inherent genitive.
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Active lexicon
Adjectival and verbal passives*

Julia Horvath & Tal Siloni
Tel Aviv University

The behavior of two distinct classes of unaccusatives, semantic drift, and idioms 
provide new evidence that adjectival passives must be derived in the lexicon 
from the corresponding transitive alternate, whereas verbal passives must be 
formed post-lexically. Verbal passives are argued to be inserted as two-place 
predicates, their entire derivation being post-lexical. The set of so-called 
adjectival passives is split into two distinct subtypes: adjectival decausatives, 
and adjectival passives. Each of these is argued to be derived in the lexicon, by a 
distinct operation, involving reduction and saturation of the external role of the 
input, respectively. The findings support two important currently controversial 
theoretical assumptions: (a) the lexicon is an active (operational) component, and 
(b) the external θ-role is part of the verbal lexical entry, thus accessible to lexical 
operations. On widely held approaches inserting the external argument via a 
functional head little-v or discarding the active role of the lexicon, the systematic 
phenomena presented in the paper would be completely unexpected.

1.  Introduction

The behavior of two distinct classes of unaccusatives, semantic drift, and idioms 
provide new evidence that adjectival passives must be derived in the lexicon from 
the corresponding transitive alternate, whereas verbal passives must be formed 
post-lexically. This means first, that valence changing operations can apply both in 
the lexicon and post-lexically. Second, that the external role must be part of the grid 
of a predicate in the lexicon (Horvath & Siloni 2002). Verbal passives are argued 
to be formed post-lexically not only to the extent that they have a derived subject 
(Wasow 1977). Verbal passives, we claim, are not available at all in the lexicon.  
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